
M Display Stand 180 Single Black

Multibrackets Display Stand 180 Single Black is the
entry level floor stand from Multibrackets and one
of the most flexible and multifunctional display
stands of its kind. With the 180cm height the floor
stand is useful for both for conference rooms and
other situations where the viewers are sitting
down or standing up.

When developed much emphasize has been put into
the stability and overall quality of the display stand,
both when put in place but also when in movement,
with wheels included as standard. This means the
series is very easy to move around. This makes it a
perfect partner for use in public environments such
as conference rooms, class rooms or hospitals.

The M Multibrackets Display Stand has many
accessories like shelves, camera holder etc and
thanks to the Multibrackets Anti-theft system, M
Multibrackets Display Stand 180 Silver can lock the
screen to the display stand.

Works with most M Public Display Stand
Accessories.

So don´t just get any floor stand, but one with a
more versatile usage area.

Highlights
- Sleek Nordic design
- Aluminum heavy duty, light weight construction with steel legs
- Present digital content wherever you want it
- Easy to assemble and install
- Easily roll the display stand through standard size doorways and thresholds
- 180cm height perfect for seated and standing audiences
- Optional: Camera holder, Shelves etc
- Comes in silver and black
- Has a built in Anti theft system for an optional pad lock
- NOTE: Does not have 220V (See M Public Display Stand Series)
- NOTE: Does not have landscape and portrait rotation (See M Public Display Stand Series)

Ready when you are

EAN: 7350073730643

Multibrackets M Display Stand 180 Single - Stand for
LCD / plasma panel - aluminum, steel - black -
screen size: 32" - 63" - mounting interface: up to 700
x 400 mm

http://pdfcrowd.com


SPECIFICATION
M Display Stand 180 Single Black

For screen size: 24-63"

Feature: Highly customizable

VESA standard: Up to 700x400 mm

Article No: 7 350 073 730 643

Size in mm: (WxDxH) available in a moment

Adjustable height: Yes

Weight: 16.5 kg

Colour: Black

Max load: 50 kg

DVD Shelf / Camera holder: Optional, not included

Power rail 220V: No

Package size: 1670x470x125 mm

Screen position: Landscape (portrait possible but with limitations of bracket size/width)

Accessories: Works with most M Public Display Stand Accessories.

Wheels: Yes

Mount to floor: No

Warranty: 5 years

View more images and videos for this product at http://multibrackets.com/0643
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